GAME ON!

MANUFACTURE OF SCIENCE AND ANDVENTUREINVITE TO:

CALL FOR PARTNERS

Game on! Youth exchange in Poland
15—21.07.18 + travel days
We are looking for partners
interested in organizing and
participating in youth exchange
based on idea of games and
gamification in education. Through
exchange our experience in
different types of games and game-

Interested in?
Fill in the form
https://goo.gl/forms/RToNZhB
LHxdJkgG23

based activities we want to
empower
youth
for
experiencing and developing
their resources and talents!
Let`s organize with us game
convention!

Applying for:

Idea of a project—WHY?
The main goal for our Game On! is to bring together
groups of young people from different countries and
from different organizations that use different games
and gamification in their youth work.
Every group would provide activities connected to
different types of games; simulation games, educational board games, RPG, LARP, city games, ect. Those
experience would be an opportunity to discuss and
confront various themes while learning about each
others' countries and cultures

We want all participants meet and live together on a
camp, to jointly carry out a work programme designed
and prepared by them before the exchange.

It would be a mix of games, workshops, exercises, debates, role-plays, short lectures, simulations and /outdoor activities.
We believe that preparing and playing games
for each other allow young people to develop
competences; discover new cultures, habits and
life-styles through peer-learning; and strengthen values like solidarity, democracy and
friendship. It would be also a great opportunity
to discover personal talents and resources and
be inspired how games can support building
real, strong and honest relationships between
people from different cultural backgrounds.

Partners: we are looking for 5 organizations who could send 5 participants. We want to have 30
person on a camp and stuff.
Period of the camp: we suggest to organize camp 15.07.2018—
20.07.2018 (6 full days of a program + travel days and APV

Program — WHAT ?
The course of the project

The Camp: a game convention
Before the camp
1. The partners will organize a
meeting for the participants
and help them preparing their
proposition for a program
based on personal and organizational needs.
2. Preparation meetings for
the hosting and partner organizations: in the middle of May
we would invite you to APV
meeting when we would finish
program designing by youth
groups. We will also organize
some preparatory meeting for
the partnership on Skype arranging the practical details.
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We invite every group to host
a one or one an a half day
based on one type of game;
simulation game, educational
board game, LARP, RPG, city
game. We as a host organization would help to arrange the
best surrounding for all types
of experience. We would like
to start every day from a short
lecture as a introduction of
particular type of game and
why it is useful for education.
Of course, based on nonformal education method, we
would arrange a lot of fun activities to help getting to know
each other!

Outdoor and nature
As a outdoor organization,
we invite you to spend a time
close to nature in basic accommodation. We also want
to play in “non-electricity
games” which means that we
will use digital tools before
and after a camp, but not
during the time that we
would spend together! Challenge yourself and explore
vintage way of playing!
Because it will be a summer
holiday time—we will also
have opportunity to chill and
relax together!

GAME ON!

Organization and participant profile — HOW?
Ogranization
We are looking for a organization who:


Works with youth through different types of games and has experience and reflection in
the use of games in education



Has experience in Erasmus+ based program, feel the spirit of youth exchanges and share
core values of Erasmus+ idea



Has the desire and motivation to support a group of young people in the preparation of
this project and is ready to take responsibility for the quality of youngsters preparation

Participants


5 participants /partner organization (inc. one leader)



aged 18-30 (leader could be older)



youth who are belonging or working for the partner organizations as volunteers or as
part/full time employees



Has interest and experience in games for education and ready to lead activities for others

•

Speak English

Responsibilities and deadlines
Participants:

Partner organizations:

Organizers:

- Sign up for the program till
1.06.2019

-Presenting the project idea for
colleagues

-General organization and
management

-Participate on the preparatory
meeting

- Organize and support a group
of young people in the preparation of this project

-Communicating, cooperating with partners and participants

-Active participation on the
camp

- Send an organization representative and participant to
APV

-Ensuring accommodation,
and food

-Fill dissemination obligations
set by organizations

- Organizing the preparatory
meetings before APV

-Prepare the part of a program
assigned to the organization

- Organize the traveling and buy
the tickets for participants
-Collecting and sending the
travel document till fixed date
-Evaluating and disseminating
the project
- Stay in touch with project coordinator
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-Coordinating program designing
-Coordinating evaluation
and disseminating the project
-Collecting the travel documents and doing the reimbursement
-Writing the final report of
the project

GAME ON!

Important for us:
Travel costs reimbursement


will be done by transfer after fulfilling project obligation



will be done via transfer according to exchange rate (EUR to PLN) given by Polish National Agency, as effect participants may get slightly different amount that they will
have on tickets (applied only for tickets in EUR)




you have to participate in the whole program, to get the reimbursement
we provide the 100% of your travel costs between participant hometown and venue,
until the amount is not more, than determined by the project



We only can calculate only those costs on which we would received the tickets and
invoices



Participants are asked to travel with any kind of public transportation (tourist class) or
motor car. We do not reimburse taxi and parking cost

Project preparation
Based on our Erasmus+ experience we want to organize this exchange in real partnership

between all organization and based on Erasmus+ values. So we would ask you to:


full call for partners application



take care of smooth and clear communication



Let your youngsters designing a program with us, based on their ideas and needs
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Presentation of the organizers
Manufacture of Science and Adventure is a non-government educational organization founded in 2012. We are one of the first organization in Poland, interested in experiential and outdoor education programs with the goal of personal development and development of interpersonal relationships. Our goal is to help people discover and develop their true potential to care
for and respect themselves, others and the world around them through safe and challenging
experiences in different settings. Cooperation, caring for nature, honesty, civic activity, taking
responsibility for our own lives, building relationships - these are our values. We are working
with schools, kids, youth, families, adults and business groups.
We use games in our programs and cooperate with experts in creating various types of games.
We organized workshops on game design for trainers. Many of us are real players!

You can find us:
www.naukaprzygoda.edu.pl
https://www.facebook.com/pracownianaukiiprzygody
Contact person
If you have any questions, concerns or need any information, in connection with the
project, please contact us:

Aga Lesny
President of Manufacture of Science
and Adventure
aga.lesny@naukaprzygoda.edu.pl
Mobile: +48501 783 923
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